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ORDER SHEET 

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SINDH, KARACHI. 
CONST. PETITION No. D-6460 OF 2021 

 

Date   Order with signature of Judge 

Present:- 

Ahmed Ali M. Shaikh, CJ &  

Yousuf Ali Sayeed, J 

 

Fresh Case  

 

1. For order on Misc. No. 27635/2021 (Urgent) 

2. For order on office objection No.10 

3. For order on Misc. No. 27636/2021 (Exemption) 

4. For hearing of main case  

 

02.11.2021 

 

Raja Shafaqat Ali Tara, Chairman of Pakistan Police Welfare Civil 

Society Trust, present in person 

 

O R D E R 

AHMED ALI M. SHAIKH, CJ:  

1. Urgency granted.  

2 to 4. The Petitioner, claiming to be the Chairman, Pakistan Police Welfare Civil 

Society Trust, has filed instant petition and seeking following relief(s):- 

“(a) To direct to respondents to celebrate the police day in Pakistan. 

(b) To appoint new generation in police department without taking 

bribe. 

(c) To provide all facilities to the police departments from Police 

Constable to SHO according. 

(d) This Hon’ble Court also apply extraordinary jurisdiction to provide 

life safety to petitioners or any citizen.” 

 

 Though the memo of petition is not happily worded, however, from its 

contents it appears that the Petitioner’s stance is that police force was established 

by Hazrat Umer (Razi Allah Tala Anhu) with all facilities and according to him such 

model is being followed in Canada. He has further averred that whilst 

development has taken place in police department of different countries, however, 

Sindh police force is being operated in an old and conventional manner, besides, 

the Respondents have failed to provide any facility to the members of the force or 

reserved any graveyard for shaheed officials of the force or provided any 
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healthcare facility in any hospital. It has further been averred that the seniority of 

police officials is being violated by the department and no facilities are provided 

to the family members/legal heirs of police officials who lost their lives at the 

hands of terrorists in the line of duty.  

The Petitioner, who appears in person, is unable to argue the matter 

beyond reiterating merely the contents of the petition. 

 We have considered the contentions raised by the Petitioner, who seems to 

be unaware as to the legislation made for the police officials/officers viz. “The 

Sindh Shaheed Recognition and Compensation Act, 2014” which is meant for 

providing compensation to the family members of the police officials who have 

lost their lives at the hands of terrorists. Besides, the Petitioner could not refer any 

instance to show that any police official has been deprived from his due seniority 

or promotion. Apart from above, the Petitioner is not aware as to the healthcare 

related facilities of “Service Hospital” meant for the government officials 

including the members of police department etc. As such, it seems that Petitioner 

has filed a vague and evasive petition without proper grounds, and on assertions 

which do not appeal to reason. The petition is accordingly dismissed in limine 

alongwith listed applications with cost of Rs.25,000/- (twenty five thousand) to be 

deposited in High Court Clinic within 30 days.   

 

 

CHIEF JUSTICE 

 

 

       

     JUDGE 

 

 
Amjad/PS  


